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May I wish you all a Very Happy New Year, with
every opportunity of enjoyable wood turning.
Most members have now renewed their subscriptions,
but if there are any who have yet to do so, will they
please do it now and make the Treasurer happy !
On a sadder note, those of you who are long term
readers of Practical Woodworking magazine will be
sorry hear that Alan Mitchell, a former editor of the
magazine has died. He was a well known figure at the
various woodworking shows. He was also involved
with the Worshipful Company of Turners, and in
particular with the outstanding exhibition ‘Wizardry
in Wood’ which the Worshipful Company mounted a
few years ago.
We have news of a new Art Centre which has opened in
Desborough Road in High Wycombe. It may be possible
for MWA members to become involved, and
investigations are now taking place. More news in due
course
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A Significant Exhibition.
It may be remembered that Dennis Keeling's wife
runs an Art Gallery in Great Missenden at at One
Church Street. From time to time, the gallery
features turned wood. From February 8th to March
11th 2012 the Gallery will feature an exhibition of
Contemporary Turned Wood. This is an open
competition, and some big names in the world of
wood turning have been invited to take part. The
exhibition is open to all. Some of our members
might be tempted to enter some of their rwork. Full
details can be had from Denis Keeling and also
from Tony Champion.

AGM Report
The AGM followed the usual timeworn pattern. The Chairman reported that we had once again had
a very successful year, and he thanked those whose hard work had made this possible. Exhibitions
and show attended during this year had put on outstanding displays of members’ work, and the
number of active exhibitors had increased. Considering the present financial climate, sales were
well maintained, with significant contributions made to the Shooting Star charity. Membership of
the Association remains high, and it may soon be necessary to begin a waiting list. The Treasurer
reported on the finances of the Association. There is a healthy balance in the bank, and the
Association has been able to purchase new lathes and kits of tools, and also materials, which have
enhanced the Workshop evenings. Thanks to the strong finances, there will be be no need to
increase membership or meeting fees in 2012. After the election of officers and committee, when
predictably, last year’s committee was unanimously re-elected, thanks were conveyed to the auditor,
David Moore, who was unanimously approved as auditor for 2012 At the end of the AGM,
presentations were made to Mary and Eddie Morgan who provide the essential refreshment at the
meetings, also to Dorothy and James Thomas who, although not on the committee, are always
ready to help out at the Treasurer’s table. Geoff Norris was rewarded for running the ‘Shop’, and
Gordon Cookson too for his valuable work in operating the Library.
After the AGM refreshments were served, and a fascinating DVD of off centre turning by Jean
Francois Escoulen, using a purpose made eccentric chuck was shown. The pictures of the portfolio
of this dedicated and gifted demonstrator were if anything even more fascinating and thought
provoking than the demonstration itself! While the expensive chuck shown was specially designed
by Jean Francois himself, simpler variants are available, and it is possible to use crafty chucking in
“Gripper Jaws” to achieve very interesting results.

Christmas Party
The Christmas Party is always an enjoyable
event. There is good food, and plenty of
opportunity for socialising, and in recent years, a
tradition has grown for a “Ready, Steady,
TURN” competition to engage us during the
evening. The subject of the competition this time
was a small
bowl of
about five
inches
diameter,
to be
turned in a
maximum
time of ten
minutes.
In the
event, this was a
generous time
limit for some
competitors.
One managed to
turn two bowls in
the time, and
several others
finished well
within the limit.
One unlucky
competitor picked up a spalted blank, which
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promptly snapped off
along a “spalt” line,
leaving the chucking
spigot in the chuck, and
the rest flying across the

room. With great
presence of mind, he
grabbed another blank,
and soon had another
bowl well on the way. At the end of the evening,
eleven bowls were lined up for judging. Great
fun for all who took part, and also for those
watching the event.

WD40
Every home and workshop should have a can of WD40 on hand. It is a magic fluid,
credited with thousands of (mostly wacky) uses, so what is WD40? It is a spray on
fluid which has the unique capacity of displacing water, and at the same time applying
a
highly effective lubricant. It is a low viscosity fluid which penetrates into rusty joints and
so forth, and is much used by mechanics because of these properties. The lubricant
is carried in a volatile solvent mixture, which evaporates, leaving the lubricant behind,
while the lubricant itself is effective even in fine mechanisms. What does the name
WD40 stand for? WD stands for Water Displacement, and 40 records the 40th and
last attempt during its development. It was developed in the early 1950s, and though
intended for industrial use only, was finally marketed in 1958, so it has been with us
for more than the lifetimes of many of its users.
So why should wood turners always keep a can of the stuff handy? It is ideal for
easing stiffness in sliding the banjo and tailstock along the bed of the lathe, and its
penetrating properties mean that a quick spritz will ensure that all the clamp screws
and banjo mechanisms will work smoothly and last for many years of use. WD40
prevents resinous deposits from sticking to the bed and other parts of the lathe. It
also has rust resisting properties, and a wipe over with a paper pad sprayed with
WD40 will keep tools and equipment in good condition. It works on wooden tool
handles too! Finally, it is said that WD40 will soften an excessively bright shine
when polyurethane has been used.
I was prompted to ‘Google’ WD40 after Brian Wooldridge who sent me some info on
its origins and a list of curious uses for the stuff. There is a vast amount of information
out there! Visit www.wd40.com/wow-look-what-wd40-can-do/ to find out more.
PS. WD40 is an entirely mineral product. The formula is secret, but the makers say
that contrary to popular rumours, it contains neither fish oil nor silicones. Editor

For your Diary
February 9th
March 8th

Workshop Evening. Variousdifferent activities.
Mick Hanbury. Details TBA

April 12th

Workshop Evening. Various Activities

May 10th

Bob Neill. Pyrography.
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